6. INTERNATIONALES AIRLINERTREFFEN

FLUGPLATZ OPPINGEN- AU
Altheim, 28.11.2020

Dear R/C - Pilot,
we are happy to invite you to

6th international Airliner-Meeting 2021
Fliegergruppe Gingen/Fils e.V.
July 16-18th 2021 Airfield Oppingen-Au.

This year, our traditional event is dominated by the Covid-19 crisis. Despite the pandemics
we are optimistic to have a great time in summer 2021 and we would warmly welcome and
invite you tu the 2021 event. Invited are all model pilots who own airliners, transporters or
multi-engine aircraft.

At this point of time, we are sure to be willed to enable an 2021 Airliner-Meeting for you and
for all our visitors. How and in wich form this will be possible can hardly be foreseen today in
view of the dynamic development of political decisions. We very much hope that this unique
and traditional event can continue and we do everything we can to ensure that the AirlinerMeeting will take place in 2021. If we have to comply with official restrictions such as an
event without spectators, the airliner meeting will still take place. We will do everything we
can to ensure that “our pilots” feel comfortable again!

We will inform the registered participants about the current status regularly and in good time.
The information will be announced by e-mail and on the homepage www.airlinertreffen.com .

The conditions are optimal. Space in abundance and a clear view in all directions. Ideal
conditions, even for large models. The airfield is approved for models up to 25 kg, larger
models over 25 kg to 150 kg receive a special permit. Therefore please register at least 6
weeks before the event!

The runway (grass runway) will be prepared again before the event, so that even smaller
models can start easily. Flight operations are possible already on Friday, Juliy 16th from
13:00 pm. The arrival can also be done earlier. Camping at the place is possible.

A list of recommended hotels, very close to the airfield, is available on the homepage
www.airlinertreffen.com . The appointment is also ideal for a short break on the Swabian Alb.
Accompanying persons can visit the manifold sights in the surroundings of Ulm.

Exchanging experiences, talking shop with like-minded people, and above all flying
according to your mood have priority, no flight program and no compulsion. Participation
without prior registration is not possible.

Also this year, pilots with extraordinary models have already confirmed their participation. We
would be happy to welcome you to the Oppingen airfield! In order to make the organization
easier for us, please register as early as possible using the enclosed registration form or
online at www.airlinertreffen.com.

Stay loyal to us and stay healthy - despite everything we are looking forward to an
extraordinary weekend of model flying!

Adi Pitz
-Organisation-

Tobias Eberhardt
-Organisation Fliegergruppe Gingen /Fils e.V.

further information: www.fliegergruppe-gingen.de and www.airlinertreffen.com
Adi Pitz, Eschenweg 26, 89174 Altheim / Alb,
Tel. +49-7340-919039, mobile +49-171-8343223, a.pitz@t-online.de

